Subject: Updates to Assignment 0
Posted by lusth on Mon, 16 Jan 2017 13:49:56 GMT

A new version has been uploaded (version 3).

It fixes the return types for sizeSLL and sizeDLL. It also adds the methods sizeStack and sizeQueue.

Subject: Re: Updates to Assignment 0
Posted by lusth on Tue, 17 Jan 2017 02:13:54 GMT

Newest version is #4.

 Adds the function signatures of getSLL and getDLL.

Subject: Re: Updates to Assignment 0
Posted by lusth on Tue, 17 Jan 2017 17:10:21 GMT

Newest version is #5.

Uses the correct name for showStack in the example stack testing code.

Subject: Re: Updates to Assignment 0
Posted by SSinischo on Tue, 17 Jan 2017 20:55:26 GMT

In your sample SLL/integer tester, it seems there is one too many parentheses

... showItems(items):
int x = getInteger((integer *) getSLL(items,0))); //get the first item
printf("The first item is %d.\n",x);
...

Subject: Re: Updates to Assignment 0
Posted by lusth on Tue, 17 Jan 2017 21:32:29 GMT
Thanks. I've fixed the assignment and uploaded it.

Subject: Re: Updates to Assignment 0
Posted by lusth on Wed, 18 Jan 2017 00:04:00 GMT

Version 6

fixed some typos.

Subject: Re: Updates to Assignment 0
Posted by sbcarp on Mon, 23 Jan 2017 16:51:46 GMT

Want a newer version which improves my laptop's battery life

Subject: Re: Updates to Assignment 0
Posted by lusth on Mon, 23 Jan 2017 19:28:52 GMT

I have a version that catches fire, if you want that.

Subject: Re: Updates to Assignment 0
Posted by sbcarp on Tue, 24 Jan 2017 00:03:01 GMT

For real? Cannot wait for it